




THE CAST 
TEDD JOSIAH - Producer BluZebra Records  
STEVE OMINDO - Producer Soul Child Records  
BRUCE ODHIAMBO - Producer Johari Clef Records  
ERIC MUSYOKA - Producer HomeBoyz Records  
HARRY KIMANI - TGC/Unborn Records  
BAMBOO - TGC/K-South  
KAMA - Kalamashaka  
BIGMIKE - Nannoma  
CIRU GITHUNGURI - Acclaimed Graphics Designer  
HARDSTONE - Divided We Fall Records  
FUNDI FRANK - Fashion Designer  
KALAMASHAKA - Mau Mau Camp  
NECESSARY NOIZE - BluZebra Records  
THE HOMEBOYZ - BMP/DJ Academy/Radio  
NONINI - Calif Records  
CALIF RECORDS ARTISTS  
OGOPA ARTISTS 
CMB - Prezzo  
MERCY MYRA  
TGC / K-SOUTH  
DJ JOHN - HomeBoyz Ent.  
DJ PINYE  
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WHAT THEY ARE SAYING ABOUT THE FILM 
 
"HHC is an in-depth look into the origins, identities, and cultural power Hip 
Hop music has fostered in Kenya, while creating a global perspective that 
will influence many directors and producers for years to come."  
- Darryl Phillips, Publisher BLOW! Magazine & DVD  

 

"Hip Hop Colony proved to be a thought-provoking film, which surprised us 
all at the Hutuz Film Festival. Chosen to be the openning film of the festival 
simply due to the elements presented, like Hip Hop, Africa and cultural 
transformation, it ended up instigating a 1h30 long spontaneous debate 
between the audience after the session. For us, Brazilians, "Hip Hop 
Colony" created a bridge for comparison, a possibility of drawing parallels 
between the path of Hip Hop in Brazil and in other third world countries like 
Kenya. Its differences and similarities." 
 - Fabiana Comparato, producer of the Hutuz Film Festival 2005, Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil.  

 

Like the classic early-'80s American films Wild Style and Style Wars, Hip 
Hop Colony is a historical document, capturing a fast-developing culture at a 
seminal moment in time  
- Erick K. Arnold – East Bay express Oakland CA 

 
 
Hip Hop Colony is an educational well-paced gem which should be included 
in high school and college curriculum's across the globe in an effort to dispel 
stereotypes about our kinship, Kenya, and about African Diaspora   
- Vanessa Morman – Houston Black Film Festival  

 
 
Hip Hop Colony is a film that any person interested in learning about the 
global impact of rap must see!!  
 - Adisa Banjoko, author "Lyrical Swords Vol. 1: Hip Hop and Politics  
in the Mix" 



 
 
Hiphop Colony captures the power and influence of Hiphop on kenyan youth 
culture and how viable Hiphop is to connect with  African youth. 
- Lidet Tilahun Director, Harvard University's African Hiphop Research 
Project W.E. B. Du Bois Institute for African and African American Research  
 
 

Kenya is not just about Lions, giraffes and fast running men,…it's 
also about Studios and Hip-Hop! - Tedd Josiah - Music Producer  
 
 
 

PUBLISHED ARTICLES 
EAST BAY EXPRESS Rap It Up 2005 Report 

  http://www.allhiphop.com/hiphopnews/?ID=5062
http://www.whatchusay.com/archives/2005/10/hip_hop_colony.html

 
XXL MAGAZINE - Oct. Issue page 58 
http://www.hiphopcolony.com/newspost.php/press_xxl.html 
http://www.sfbayview.com /060805/hiphopcolony060805 .shtml  
http://www.dailyrepublic.com/articles/2005/07/18/features_top_stories/feat01.prt  

http://music.eastbayexpress .com/Issues/2005-06-08/music /close2thaedge.html 
 

http://wayneandwax.blogspot.com/2005/10/thats-trackback-jack.html 
 

 
 

FILM FESTIVAL SELECTIONS:  
WINNER!!!H2O [Hip-Hop Odyssey] International Film Festival - New York Nov. 2005  
WINNER!!! HOUSTON BLACK FILM FESTIVAL June 2005 
NOMINEE! SAN FRANCISCO BLACK FILM FESTIVAL June 2005 
OFFICIAL SELECTION ZANZIBAR INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL July 2005 
OFFICIAL SELECTION BFM INTERNATIONAL FILM FEST - LONDON Sept 2005  
OFFICIAL SELECTION OAKLAND INTERNATIONAL FILM FEST Sept 2005 
OFFICIAL SELECTION VANCOUVER INTERNATIONAL HIP HOP FILM FESTIVAL Sept 2005 
OFFICIAL SELECTION CAPE TOWN WORLD CINEMA FESTIVAL Nov. 2005 
OFFICIAL SELECTION US VIRGIN ISLAND FILM FESTIVAL Nov. 2005 
OFFICIAL SELECTION HIP HOP ODYSSEY FILM FESTIVAL- New York Nov. 2005 
OFFICIAL SELECTION HUTUZ FILM FESTIVAL - Rio de Janeiro/ Brazil Nov. 2005 
OFFICIAL SELECTION PITTSBURGH HIPHOP FILM FESTIVAL Nov. 2005 
OFFICIAL SELECTION BLACK SOIL ROTTERDAM FILM FESTIVAL- Netherlands Nov. 2005  
OFFICIAL SELECTION BLACK SOIL AMSTERDAM FILM FESTIVAL- Amsterdam Dec. 2005  
OFFICIAL SELECTION HIP HOP FILM FESTIVAL - UCLA Jan. 2006  

 



College Tour Series and Special Screenings of Hip-Hop Colony 
 
Hip-hop Colony has been labeled as a film that is both educational and 
entertaining. The director Michael Wanguhu has had the opportunity to appear 
and speak on Hip-hop Colony & African Hip hop at different forums.  
 

College Tour Series: HARVARD UNIVERSITY October 18th 05 - African Hip-hop 
Research Project at the W. E. B. Du Bois Institute - Q/A with director Michael Wanguhu

College Tour Series: METROPOLITAN STATE UNIVERSITY - African/International 
Student Association Q/A with director Michael Wanguhu 
 
College Tour Series: DAVIDSON COLLEGE - NORTH CAROLINA - African/International 
Student Association Q/A with director Michael Wanguhu  
 
Stanford University California  
University of California, Los Angeles 
Metropolitan State University, Minneapolis 
The Pennsylvania State University 
Ithaca College New York  
University of Missouri - St. Louis 
Monmouth College Illinois 
Berkeley High School California 
Youth Uprising California 

 
SPECIAL SCREENINGS:  

KENYATTA DAY CELEBRATIONS (Kenya's Independence day) IN MINNEAPOLIS - 
October 22nd 05 Q/A with director Michael Wanguhu 
 
ATLANTA VIP/PRESS SCREENING Kenyanese.com - October 05

MDOSI.COM special screenings for Kenyans in Washington DC/Baltimore Area - October 
29th 05 
 
Homecoming of Hip Hop Colony in Kenya - Nu Metro Cinemas April - May 2006 

 



 

Film Overview 
 
Hip-hop is arguably one of the most influential cultures in the history of the World. It is a 
connector for youth across race, ethnicity, income, and geographic boundaries.  HIP HOP 
COLONY, the documentary film takes you through a journey into the heart of East Africa, Kenya 
a former British colony, where hip-hop has firmly established its roots amongst the local citizens. 
HIP HOP COLONY takes an intimate look at African hip-hop, while establishing it’s genesis in 
Kenya. 

This film is about the Hip Hop movement in Kenya. “Hip Hop Colony”, draws the title from 
the fact that colonial era in Africa had a critical inspiration in the present African 
culture.  Africa today, despite being free and independent, is still under the influence of a new 
breed of global colonization by the Hip Hop culture.  Parallel to the colonial era in Africa, 
American mainstream hip-hop continues to invade traditional cultures around the world through 
its powerful influence. 

Hip Hop in Kenya manifests in music and clothing styles that imitate the pattern of growth in the 
United States. Kenyan Hip Hop is remarkably similar to Hip Hop in the U.S. because countries 
most connected to the American media are quickly influenced by the culture. Currently, Hip-Hop 
is found in all corners of the earth. In most cases it starts as a form of imitation of what 
is heard coming from America, and develops into something that is no longer just 
Hip Hop, but a hybrid art form incorporating the native cultures. 

Hip Hop Colony is a good example of what scholars call ‘Mash Culture’. This is the idea that two 
or more cultures can come together creating a new culture, while retaining distinct elements 
from each culture.  

Drawing from their own cultural traditions, the rappers and producers of Kenya started to 
develop their own form of music, no longer imitating or copying what was coming from the 
United States. Artists in Kenya now make their own music in their native tongues, creating an 
innovative style of music that is completely new to the world. This unique genre of music is 
what has come to be known as “Genge Music” in Kenya, “Bongo flavor” in 
Tanzania, “Kwaito” in South Africa among others. 

 
African Hip-Hop is a Revolution that cannot be ignored. 
The industry is creating a chain reaction effect sparking new innovative business 
opportunities for many young Africans in the continent.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Project Description/Treatment 
Initially regarded as a passing fad, Hip hop was eagerly dismissed by the media outlets and the general 
public during its shallow inception in the early ninety’s in Kenya.  
Hip hop has firmly gained its roots in Kenya, while fusing its traditional music and drawing major 
influence from America. This fusion has led to a new entity-the birth of Genge Music. Filming the 
documentary in Kenya, producer/director Michael Wanguhu, enjoyed collaborative efforts from top-notch 
Kenyan producers, and reigning hip-hop acts past and present, seeking to expose a culture they have 
whole-heartedly embraced and it is also punctuated by footage of engaging live concert events. HIP HOP 
COLONY richly ties key elements of hip hop, flexibility and talent which continue to increase its 
dominance around the World.   

This documentary chronicles the highlights of Kenyan hip-hop as Kenyan producers and artists, talk about 
the new phenomenon and the struggles they continue to face. It focuses on them as the embodiment of the 
Kenyan/U.S. connection, with far reaching insights in Kenya as it parallels hip-hop’s conception in the 
Bronx, New York. The mixture of traditional culture and American influences are apparent.  Kenyan Hip-
hop artists are featured as they take stage in front of thousands of young adoring fans who sing, and chant 
along their favorite tunes. 

HIP HOP COLONY also focuses on the growth of hip-hop as a music industry. Hip-hop transforms into 
something relevant to the people, a quality that ensures its longevity. Rappers go from chanting party 
rhymes to writing about their surroundings and changes that need to be put into effect. With the last 
general elections in Kenya, politicians detected Hip-hop’s influence and channeled a leading hip-hop tune 
by Gidi Gidi Maji Maji entitled “Unbwogable” as a political party anthem.  The tune served to sweep a 
corrupt regime out of office with a land slide victory.  
 
Hip-hop acts continue to grow as artists and entrepreneurs even though they sign loose-ended contracts 
that place them at the mercy of their producers and with little or no security, these artists continue to cast 
their spell to the unknowing public, while asserting their unique influence in different parts of the country.  
 
The labors of these artists are starting to reap rewards as they are rapidly occupying the slots on local 
radio and TV stations, which were formerly the preserve for US artists like Jay Z, Tupac, Snoop Dogg, 
DMX, LL COOL J, Methodman, Busta Rhymes, Shaggy, EnVogue, R. Kelly, Eve, Beyonce, and 
Eminem amongst others. 

The viewer gets the sense of excitement from the success of the artists and from the feeling that they are 
witnessing the beginning of a new and rejuvenated hip-hop culture.  

The African influence on Hip-hop is deep, and in making this connection, the viewers come to know more 
about Kenya. The majority of Americans think of Africa as one country, not understanding the history and 
legacy of the different colonial governments. The film will show the newer connections that have come 
about through Hip-Hop music and highlight and reflect politics and issues that affect youth culture in both 
continents.  

This film expands the knowledge base of its viewers, it make a soul connection to the international Hip-
Hop community, and inspires individuals one way or another. America has vaguely educated its citizens 
about Africa, and Kenyans have found a way to spread their own message though their music - “Genge 
Music” These artists enlighten the world about their life through the style and rhythm of their music so 
you get to see what the media does not show. 

"Kenya is not just about lions, Giraffes and fast running men… it's also about studios and 
Hip-hop"- Tedd Josiah, Music Producer 



http://hiphopcolony.com/cast.html
http://hiphopcolony.com/


http://hiphopcolony.com/press_prodinfo.html


 
“hand up, NOT hand-out” 
 
For so long the West has marginalized Africa to ravaged images of war, 
famine and disease. The west even went ahead to issue travel advisories 
against traveling to Africa supported by the desolate images of despair 
presented by the media. It's true that Africa has its fair share of shortcomings, 
no continent is exempted from its share of flaws…but now, there is a New 
Africa that’s boiling with opportunities. 
 
The West used the media to shun people away from Africa, Emerge Media 
Films, uses the same media, to welcome people, visitors and investors alike 
to rich scenery where they will see an urbanized Africa that's not waiting for a 
hand out, but a hand up, and so with that, please come out and support! 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Michael Wanguhu & Russell Kenya 

 

 
 



Filmmaker Bio 
 
Michael Wanguhu  - Producer / Director / Editor 
 
Michael Wanguhu  is an award-winning documentary filmmaker and activist. Since high school, he 
has been using his craft and his voice to broaden, elevate and diversify how people think about Africa. 

As an activist, Michael has toured both high schools and colleges speaking about Africa.  He was 
featured in Jeff Chang’s critically acclaimed book Total Chaos, where he discussed the role of Hip Hop 
in Africa. He founded BlackMedley which focuses on creating content for the African Diaspora and 
capacity building for online and broadcast audience. 
 
Michael helped found Emerge Media Films which he used to launch his professional career with the 
film Hip Hop Colony.  The film screened at different film festivals globally. This film is a journey 
through African hip as a greater story of over-coming.  The film traced the unique process whereby 
Kenyan youth rediscovered and expressed their voices on the radio, which led to the explosion which 
blended American and African musical identities. It also opened a channel for expressing of 
indigenous cultural identity. It won the award for best documentary feature at the Hip Hop Odyssey 
film festival. He also won the emerging film maker award at the same festival. The film was broadcast 
in over forty countries in Africa through M-net. 
 
Michael recently released Ni Wakati/ It’s Time. This film re-introduces Africa’s rich diversity to the 
rest of the World, as M1 (one half of Dead Prez) and Umi (of POW) travel to East Africa to serve as 
unique cultural ambassadors bridging the gap between the  distantly related  Africans and Americans. 
The gap between the old and young is bridged as a light shines on Africa’s resilience, possibility and 
potential. 
 
Michael has been featured in various media publications ranging from XXL Magazine, allhiphop.com 
as well as flux magazine UK. He also appeared on hard knock radio, the Patricia Show Africa amongst 
other media outlets. 

 Please contact 707-631-5255 or micwang@gmail.com 
 
 



 
Russell Kenya  - Writer 
 
Russell Kenya is a writer, producer and co-founder of Emerge Media Group and BlackMedley. His 
focus in the media has been stories that inspire, entertain, analyze and project our similarities 
globally.  
 
Hip Hop Colony a film he wrote and co-produced with Michael Wanguhu (Emerge Media Group Co-
founder) captured the raw hip-hop talent in East Africa while celebrating the cultures impact in 
Kenya, his home country. The film won numerous awards including the Best Documentary at the 
prestigious Hip Hop Odyssey awards. The film was distributed by QD3 Entertainment and Image 
Entertainment in North America and internationally distributed by M-Net.   
 
In his latest feature Ni Wakati (It’s Time) he teams up with iconic conscious hip-hop head M1 (one 
half of Dead Prez) flanked by Umi (of POW) and set on an adventure to integrate with Ukooflani Mau 
Mau and connect with the reformed Black Panthers in East Africa .  The essence of this story is to 
uncover the rich diversity of Africa to the rest of the World which has been for so long swept under the 
rug. This story shines a light on Africa’s resilience, possibility and potential.  
 
Please contact 817 500 8792   or razken@yahoo.com 
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‘Hip Hop Colony’ at the SF Black Film Festival

by Wanda Sabir 

At the Seventh Annual San Francisco Black 
Film Festival, June 8-12, the selection of 
films from the African Diaspora is noteworthy. 
I had the opportunity to speak to one of the 
directors, Michael Wanguhu, about a new 
film which looks at hip-hop music in Kenya. 

The film “Hip Hop Colony,” which screens on Saturday, June 11, 2:30, at 
BAYCAT, 2415 Third St., San Francisco, looks at the rise of Kenyan rap music. 
All of a sudden, local artists are getting airtime, where before only music from 
the United States and elsewhere flooded the airwaves. With such exposure, 
artists are developing an audience and the genre is growing. 

The film, shot on location, features interviews and performances by some of the 
anchors of the new movement. A cross section of styles is also explored as 
underground or conscious rap is mixed or juxtaposed with the purely 
commercial. Visit www.sfbff.org for information.

Wanda Sabir: Tell me what inspired you to 
make the film? 

Michael Wanguhu: We wanted to be a part of 
the revolution. I understood what was going 
on in Africa, specifically in Kenya. Nine years 
ago when I was still in Kenya, hip hop only existed in the confines of privileged 
living rooms. Upon returning back to Kenya in 1999, (I found) it had created a 
whole industry. Having completed film school at New York Film Academy, I 
gained the ability to tell the story visually to the world.

WS: Who are your collaborators? 

MW: Emerge Media Films consists of me, Michael Wanguhu, Russell Kenya, 
Brian Opande, Annette Gathoni and Brian Kanyi. The foundation of our 
thoughts stems from stepping up and stepping out. Stepping up entails 
acknowledging our God-given talents, and stepping out comprises going into 
the world and utilizing our talents to impact the world with our passion. Plus we 
have a passion to expose Africa from a different perspective.

WS: Are you of the generation producing the music? 

MW: Yes I am. I was in school with some of the artists. Most of them are 
neighborhood friends. In Nairobi, most families are of the middle class. These 
families live mainly in estates like Buruburu and South C – this is the equivalent 
of places like Hayward, San Leandro, Oakland (some places) but definitely not 
the San Ramon and Danville area. You find that most people living here were 
very much connected with the American media, meaning we had access to TVs 
and magazines. As kids growing up, we easily mingled with one another. It was 
easy to be influenced by your neighbors. It was only a matter of time before 
(our) parents got it for (us) too. 
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WS: I noticed that the artists, though they rap in Kiswahili and the Creole 
language, which is a mixture of indigenous dialect and English, the music has 
not developed its own Kenyan sensibilities yet. 

MW: Part of being colonized by the British entailed taking up English as a first 
language. It’s the language we use starting from kindergarten right up to 
college. All the main broadcasting stations present in English, but we also have 
some reading and broadcasting in Swahili. Like Kama (Mau Mau Camp) 
mentioned in the movie, Swahili was for a long time shunned and tagged with 
being (the language of the) underprivileged. Only those that resided within the 
Eastlands spoke in Swahili. With hip hop, the nation’s sensibilities about Swahili 
(the national language) are being awakened and artists are tooling it to spread 
their messages. It’s a gradual shift; that’s why there’s the mixture. 

WS: There were no examples of the younger musicians sampling older Kenyan 
artists or even incorporating indigenous beats, instruments or rhythms. 

MW: Time limits didn’t allow for the integral textures of our music to be added. 
Necessary Noise (Nazizi & Wyre in the film) last year released an album that 
validates these aspects. Things have changed now; the artists are beginning to 
understand the power they possess, so they are beginning to own the music 
more. 

Like in the movie, Nonini explains how they’ve formed a new style they call 
Genge Music (music for the people). This is where they combine Benga music, 
which is the original Kenyan sound from the ‘50s and ‘60s, and mixes it with the 
hip hop beat and a whole lot of other languages – Sheng, English, Kiswahili and 
dialects – so you find that as the industry grows and more and more artists get 
involved, it’s now beginning to shape up into something distinctive. Now in East 
Africa you can tell a Tanzanian rap artist from a Kenyan rap artist. 

WS: The music sounded American in translation. 

MW: Hip hop is colonizing everyone in the world – that’s one of the reasons we 
called the film “Hip-Hop Colony.” A lot of people in Africa idolize Americans very 
much. They don’t see Black or White. As long as who they idolize is in the 
limelight, that’s it. 

We have artists trying to rap like Eminem and others like 2-Pac. Remember, the 
hip hop industry in Kenya is not even 10 years old, so all we had before our 
own home grown hip hop artists was the likes of Run-DMC, Kool Moe Dee, 
KRS-1, Afrika Bambaataa to the new schools like Snoop Dogg and Jay-Z. Just 
like any other part of the world now hipping and hopping, we copied what was 
seen coming from the states until recently. 

WS: Talk about this. I was really interested in the Kenyan underground artists, 
the Mau Mau guys. The sister was more bubblegum than steak, if you know 
what I mean. 

MW: The pioneers of the movement – the sound, meaning Kenyan hip hop, i.e. 
rapping in Swahili over a studio produced track that is pure hip hop, just like in 
the states – they wanted to show people that they could do the same thing as 
what was coming from the Western world and localize it. They realized that hip 
hop was a universal language. They easily connected with what artists like 
Dead Prez, Mos Def, Talib Kweli were preaching and fighting for. 
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They used the music to pass messages that enlightened the listener, digested 
political and social issues for the public by embedding them in the rap songs 
they made. Unfortunately the majority of the Kenyans were not ready for such a 
change. It was too drastic. Kenyans, especially the old, were very much still 
under the colonial spell. Authorities still run offices the colonial way. 

One could not easily question the folks in power, especially the former 
government run by President Moi. He was in power for 24 years, man. Mau 
Mau camp represented those that were oppressed, the poor who live in the 
ghettos; they came together to encourage and empower themselves. 

WS: What’s going on with the conscious artists, especially the sisters? 

MW: Conscious artists are still sidelined for the less controversial commercial 
artists. The sisters, on the other hand, mainly sing; rapping is still dominated by 
the brothers. Africa in general has been late on the gender issue, but that 
problem has been greatly squashed with by the younger generation and 
especially with this new phenomenon, African hip hop. Women, girls, they are 
getting the confidence to step up and challenge the men on the mic too. They 
understand hip hop as well as everyone else, and you know one of hip hop’s 
virtues is to integrate verses to segregate. 

WS: The clothing is not even distinctive. It’s MTV, BET and CNN. 

MW: One of the current debates in Kenya’s parliament is establishing a national 
dress code. Since hip hop was transported through the media from the states, 
the artists continue to style themselves in the same manner simply because we 
do not yet have a distinctive style of clothing that’s our own. 

Bamboo in the movie actually breaks it down. He says, “Kenya is like a cultural 
melting pot; cultures from all over come and meet in Nairobi.” That statement is 
very true. Kenya alone has over 40 different tribes and dialects; all those have 
their own way of doing things, dress (code) etc. So part of the reason Swahili 
and English became the national languages was because we had to find a 
compromise for all to unite, and since this was implemented by the British 
colonial rule, it was automatic to pick up their manner of doing things. In short 
we were influenced right from the beginning.

WS: Rap is just one element of hip hop. Where were the others? You included 
DJs. What about graffiti, breaking or b-boying? 

MW: We do have all those elements of hip hop; the thing is, our interpretation is 
not exactly the same, even though you see these elements in the life style. For 
example, in the film, graffiti is highlighted by the Matatus (mini buses, the public 
means of transportation). They are heavily decorated with graffiti. You find that 
the most popular Matatu has the best graphics on it, and it plays the loudest 
and the latest music. 

Then on b-boying and breaking – now that element is old. It’s not as popular as 
the rest. But I remember back in the day when I was in Kenya and hip hop was 
still taking shape in Africa, we used to b-boy and break dance; we’d have “burn-
out” and free-style sessions in the estate. Well, that got replaced with the 
demand for the local hip hop, which was more accepted because of the 
integration of the cultures. 
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WS: The rap artists seemed to be well-educated, just under- or unemployed. I 
thought this was an interesting distinction between the American artists and the 
Kenyan, many of whom have not been to college. 

MW: Kenya is actually one of the countries with the highest literacy rates. 
Education system is pretty thorough. I would say most people up to 50 years 
old are well educated. The only problem is that we don’t have enough jobs for 
the hundreds of people who graduate from universities every year. 

WS: Talk about the economics of rap. What are the alternatives? 

MW: We have rappers, but we do not have an industry. We’re still not there; the 
government is not even supporting the artists or recognizing the potential of 
what could come out of it, despite the fact that the current government 
commissioned a hip hop song to help them win the general elections in 2002. 

Things are slowly and surely taking shape. I know of a few popular artists who 
have gotten endorsed by some far-sighted companies as poster boys for their 
products, so I guess with time we’ll begin to see the economic sense. One of 
the other reasons we did this film was to encourage potential investors and to 
prove a point that a lot of talent is going to waste in Africa, not just in Kenya 
alone. 

Plus – my contribution to globalization – there is no reason why a kid in Africa 
should go to bed hungry when we have millions of people throwing money away 
in casinos all over the world. A lot of people in Africa live on less than a dollar a 
day. I believe the best way to help African countries is by creating new jobs and 
opportunities and keeping people employed. It’s by far the best empowering 
tool. Monetary donations just contribute to problems like corruption in the 
government. 

WS: The absence of depth – is this a result of the media’s refusal until recently 
to play Kenyan music, unless it was commercially appealing, which I guess 
means more of the same? 

MW: Yes! I guess the media is the same everywhere; they just care about 
profits. Just like here in the states, you find that all the rich live in a circle. They 
own everything together, and everything is on their terms. In Kenya, most of 
these rich fellows are politicians, so they definitely want to control the radio and 
TV stations. 

Another reason is that naturally Kenyans are very peaceful and fun loving 
people, so we like to party a lot. In Kenya the highest trading stock is not of 
some bio-tech company. Oh, no! It’s beer! These companies spend a lot on 
advertising on radio and TV and they regulate what kind of music comes 
through. They sponsor the biggest concerts and encourage the artists to 
compose party songs in order to keep the party going. With all this, somewhere 
down the line we loose the lyrically conscience artists. They get sidelined just 
like here in the states. 
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WS: What about independent radio? Micro-stations? Is Clear Channel the only 
choice? Who owns the airwaves in Nairobi? 

MW: For a very long time the Kenya government did not allow individuals to 
own private radio stations. That changed just about four or five years ago. They 
regulated everything. That’s why it’s a revolution, because the youth are slowly 
changing the stigmas our elders had. 

WS: When the rap artists say the N-word, what’s the reference point? 

MW: It’s drawn from a hip hop reference and from a rhyming point of view, 
where the N-word is used to refer to a person, kind of like a buddy and say “this 
guy.” Some people don’t even know what it means, but they’ll use it because 
that’s what 50 Cent and Snoop and the others are saying in their songs. The 
amount of influence from the states, if properly channeled, can cease famine in 
Africa for real!

WS: Also, what about cross-fertilization. There are so many African artists 
rapping in the Diaspora and on the continent. Do any ever visit Kenya for 
concerts? 

MW: Yes. Coolio, Tevin Campbell has been to Kenya, same to Shaggy, Sean 
Paul and I know of plans brewing for a really big AIDS AWARENESS concert in 
December, kind of like the one Mandela hosted in South Africa. Kenyan 
promoters are working hard to bring international artists to Kenya, although it is 
quite costly. 

WS: I really liked the group you began and ended with. Have they seen the 
film? If so, how was it received? 

MW: That was an ensemble cast from three groups, Nannoma–BigMike, 
Kalamashaka -Kama and TGC-Bamboo and Harry K. They have not seen the 
film yet. We’re planning for a homecoming ceremony of the film after the film 
festivals in the states. It will probably happen some time after the summer, plus 
we’re still looking for some investors and sponsors for the event. 

WS: What would you like to happen with the film?

MW: We’d like to open a new chapter about Africa. There’s a lot of talent, and 
we hope to draw renowned producers to come tap into the raw talent in Africa 
to do collaborations. Personally, I’d like to see Mos Def doing collaborations 
with Kalamashaka and 50 Cent collaborating with Bamboo. We’re showing a 
part of Africa that we’d like to see inviting tourists and investors alike to 
celebrate this lovely continent. Plus we’d like to neutralize the stigma that 
Africans don’t like African Americans. 

WS: Are you working on anything else? 

MW: There are a series of projects in the pipeline stemming from “Hip Hop 
Colony.” We also have short films, feature films and more documentary 
features. When funding is available, we’ll proceed with most of them. One I can 
actually talk about is our script which was also submitted to the SFBFF, and we 
just got word that we came in fourth. The script is title “American Myth.” Last 
year we were finalists at the Hollywood Black Film Festival in Los Angeles. We 
are currently shopping it around and also raising funds to independently 
produce it. 
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WS: Is this your directorial debut? 

MW: Yes and no, it is my directorial debut as a feature film project, but I do 
direct music videos and other corporate video projects too.

WS: Thanks so much for the interview, Michael!

MW: You’re welcome!

Email Wanda at wsab1@aol.com.
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CLOSE 2 THA EDGE
The Colony Raps Back 
A new Kenyan hip-hop doc spotlights a cultural phenomenon, and 
it came straight outta Walnut Creek.
By Eric K. Arnold

Published: Wednesday, June 8, 2005

What inspired hip-hop is a revolution, and it's creating phenomenal 
opportunities in Africa," says screenwriter Russell Kenya, speaking to a 
small crowd at SF's Delancey St. Theater assembled for a sneak preview of 
Hip Hop Colony, a documentary on African hip-hop written by Kenya and 
directed by Walnut Creek resident Michael Wanguhu. For those of you who 
missed hip-hop's rise to prominence and dominance in American culture, 
now you can watch it happen live on another continent. 

For the next ninety minutes, viewers are transported to East Africa, 
specifically the Swahili-speaking land of Kenya, specifically smack dab in 
the middle of the ghetto in Nairobi, where the youth have turned to hip-hop 
as a means of social, cultural, and economic empowerment. (Sound 
familiar?) A narrator explains how the Mau Mau movement's guerrilla 
warfare campaign against British colonialists instilled a rebel mentality in 
the minds of young Kenyans, which persisted even after the country gained 
independence in 1964. The film then shows three rappers freestyling over a 
live acoustic guitar, rapping in several different languages -- this is 
Kalamashaka, a pioneering three-man crew from the slums of Kenya's 
capital. We get to hang out with the crew in various locations as they relate 
the rise of hip-hop from the ashes of colonialism. The similarities between 
the American and African hip-hop generations are evident, as are the 
cultural differences: Young Kenyans have not only adopted hip-hop as a 
way of life, but made it their own by lending a distinct African-ness to it. 

Producer Tedd Josiah explains to the camera that Kenyan rap is called 
genge music, a mix of Swahili poetry, sheng (a slang lexicon), African-
American influences, and Jamaican dancehall. "In Kenya, we are catching 
up," another rap producer says, but hip-hop has done more than just 
modernize Kenyan culture. It has become not only the voice of the youth, 
but the voice of the truth. (Sound familiar?) According to director Wanguhu, 
"Kalamashaka were the guys that really created the movement, revolution-
style. Their messages were so deep, they talked about corruption and a lot 
of bad things that were happening with the government. They made a lot of 
very conscious music, and they fed a lot of information to the young 
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people." 

In the film, the members of Kalamashaka explain how people were once 
embarrassed to speak Kiswahili (the coastal dialect Kenya shares with 
Tanzania, Uganda, Sudan, and the southern parts of Ethiopia), and how 
youth culture, assisted by the surging popularity of indigenous rap, 
reintroduced not only the native tongue, but made it cool to speak tribal 
tongues like Kikuyu -- once discouraged under colonial rule. "Hip-hop is 
international," they say. "It's the same thing in different forms. The 
different thing is the language." They add that genge has roots in Kenyan 
traditional music, and that Nairobi is a "melting pot" of different cultures. 
Once hip-hop filtered into Kenya, the group relates, the locals decided "the 
best thing we can do is Africanize it." 

And so they did, over a roughly ten-year span that saw innovators like 
Kalamashaka and Hardstone go from freestyling in club ciphers to making 
their own records, along the way influencing other artists to pick up their 
own microphones or get in the studio and make beats. In 1996, FM radio 
came to Kenya, and though the airwaves opened up to new sounds 
(including American rap), local music wasn't being played at that time. (Sound familiar?) But as the local 
product became less imitative of stateside MCs and more reflective of a uniquely Kenyan identity, the club 
DJs began to notice that audiences were responding more positively. Currently, says baseball-cap-wearing 
dude DJ John, local tunes are the ticket "if you want to get the crowd buzzing." 

After this introduction to genge, other aspects of the Kenyan hip-hop industry are slowly filled in, 
interspersed with live performance clips. Rapper-turned-clothing designer Fundi Frank says he was influenced 
by P. Diddy to enter the fashion world. (Sound fa ... well, wait, that doesn't sound familiar at all.) DJ John 
explains that his radio show, Beats Per Minute, proved so popular it's now syndicated throughout the Swahili-
speaking region, and has spawned a companion magazine called Bytes Per Minute. And a member of a group 
called the Mau Mau Camp notes that the "Mau Mau are freedom fighters, and in the hood, you can't say that 
you are free. So we express ourselves through music." 

But it's not all good in the hip-hop colony. According to the film, 70 percent of Kenya's population are "young 
people," and only 20 percent of them have jobs, even though many are college-educated. Radio stations are 
now playing local hip-hop in steady rotation, yet routinely cheat artists out of royalties by underreporting 
spins; artists are further exploited both by shady promoters and greedy labels. And the music has started to 
become more commercialized, more party-oriented, and less political as its audience has grown. (Sound 
familiar?) Still, the joy of rapping for the sake of rap is evident in the artists' faces, and the recognition from 
their peers doesn't hurt, either. "We're loving it," Kalamashaka member Bamboo says. "We made something 
out of nothing." 

So did Wanguhu, who shot the film during a trip home in 2003 on a bare-bones budget with a skeleton crew. 
The results speak for themselves: Like the classic early-'80s American films Wild Style and Style Wars, Hip 
Hop Colony is a historical document, capturing a fast-developing culture at a seminal moment in time. 

Ten years ago, Wanguhu notes, "Hip-hop wasn't something people were proud of" in Kenya. But things have 
changed: The country's current president, Mwai Kibaki, adopted a rap song as his personal political anthem, 
and is shown in the film waving his hands in the air joyously as the song is performed at his inauguration. 
"The whole campaign time, they used this song," Wanguhu says. "It was a big thing." 

As Hip Hop Colony makes plain, the genre is definitely on the rise in East Africa; Wanguhu notes that Kenya 
has been influenced by bongo flava (Kenyan rap's Tanzanian cousin), and that MTV's new African channel has 
already opened up an office in Nairobi. Wanguhu's film is blowing up as well: After the SF Black Film Festival 
premiere Saturday, he is scheduled to screen at festivals all over the country, including one in Zanzibar. Even 
with the language and cultural barriers between Africa and the West, he says, "The message is coming 
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across. People outside are beginning to understand." And just like that, the world becomes a smaller, more 
familiar place. 
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Easing poverty in Africa--Suisun City filmmaker says hip hop could create 
job opportunities

Michael Wanguhu is the director and producer of "Hip 
Hop Colony: The African Hip Hop Explosion," a 
documentary film on the growing popularity of hip hop in 
Africa. (photo by Gary Goldsmith)

By Amy Maginnis-Honey 

SUISUN CITY - Michael Wanguhu has joined 
the ranks of rockers Bob Geldof and Bono in 
calling for an end to the poverty in Africa.

Wanguhu, a Suisun City resident who is a native of Kenya, prefers a different approach to solving the 
problem - the hip hop industry in his homeland.

"I don't believe in donations (aid)," he said. "I believe in creating opportunities."

The growing popularity of hip hop is a great starting point, feels Wanguhu, who has produced and directed a 
documentary on the topic, "Hip Hop Colony: The African Hip Hop Explosion."

Filmed in 2003, "Hip Hop Colony" hopes to educate the public and policy makers that a successful hip hop 
artist in Africa can create a multitude of jobs ranging from chauffeur to record producer.

However, at present, only 1 or 2 percent of hip hop artists are making money at it, said Annette Ruah, 
Wanguhu's wife. "A lot of talent is going to waste," she added.

Most of the popular Kenyan hip hop artists rely on record companies in Australia to record and distribute their 
work. If someone were to step forward with the same in Kenya, an industry would be born, Wanguhu feels.

Some artists have gotten endorsement deals, but there's still a long way to go, Ruah said.

"Older people are still not very warm to it. But it's creating industries. They're not seeing the bigger picture," 
she said.

Ruah and Wanguhu knew a different Africa than was being represented in the mainstream media and films.

"Africa isn't just about AIDS, poverty and hunger," said Ruah, who is also a Kenya native. Nor is it National 
Geographic-type scenes. "Once you've seen a lion in Nairobi, it's the same as seeing one at the Oakland 
zoo," Wanguhu said. "There are so many stories on Africa that aren't being told. But we need to tell the 
stories that can make a difference."

So, he ventured to Kenya twice for filming. "I had to make the people understand what I was doing. People in 
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Africa feel a stigma," he said.

Making the film was a labor of love. "I wanted this to empower them," he said. "I saw that the only way to do 
that was to expose them (hip hop artists) to the rest of the world. "

Being a Kenya native helped. "They knew I was a filmmaker and they had faith in me. I could tell the story 
from our perspective. This was our voice. I'm part of them," he said.

"I'm still wondering how we have come this far," said Ruah, who works tirelessly to get the film into as many 
venues as possible and dreams of screening it locally.

She experienced the same passion as her husband, traveling to Kenya once during filming. "The idea of 
doing something you love is phenomenal," she said.

The couple, who have a 2-year-old daughter, cut back on expenses to help produce the film. It was about 
two years in the making, all the time Wanguhu working his job as a videographer. The couple also took some 
loans.

Interviews and performances by some of the most popular hip hop artists in Africa are featured.

Dismissed as a passing fad in the early 1990s, today's hip hop fuses traditional Kenyan music with a strong 
influence of American sounds.

"In the film, one of the messages is, 'America influences the rest of the world,' " Wanguhu said.

The film has been shown about 10 times, most recently at the Zanzibar International Film Festival. Though 
Wanguhu was unable to attend, he heard it got very positive reviews.

"It is my understanding that it attracted the most youth (at the festival) and they were heard saying that it was 
a movie they could understand and relate to," he said.

"Hip Hop Colony" was named the best urban film at the Houston Black Film Festival. Wanguhu is looking for 
a distributor and continues to show the movie as much as possible.

"I'd like the film to reach as many households as possible," he said. "It's educational and entertaining. You 
see the real thing. The characters connect with the audience. If the film gets in to many households, it will 
pretty much neutralize the stigma."

Wanguhu wants to see change in his homeland. He followed the recent G8 summit that gathered the leaders 
of the world's most powerful nations who pledged $50 million in aid to Africa.

"There can't be a real breakthrough without clear commitments to fair trade," he said. "Unless we tackle trade 
we will forever be talking about aid. Africa won't get real help until trade barriers are removed.

"It is the people, not just it's leaders that need to make a difference because really, when it comes to crunch 
time, most individuals are only interested in their own comfortable lifestyles and value their flashy techy-
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advanced lives above clean water and food for Africa's children."

And, he's not impressed with the concept of the G8.

"There is no good to come out of a conference that allows the major cause of the world's problems to 
supposedly suggest 'realistic solutions.' You can't give a fox keys to the henhouse and suggest that he 
knows what's best, it is suicide, man.

"Africa has a part to play as well. It's leaders have to end corruption so that when this aid flows in it's 
channeled to the right places."

The film, he feels, is a good example to the world that fair trade can go a long way, noting that it can affect 
change intellectually, emotionally and practically.

"The U.S. has vaguely educated its citizens about Africa and Kenyans have found a way to spread their own 
message through their music, telling the world about their life through the rhythm and style of their music," 
Wanguhu said.

As for the Live 8 concerts that took place around the world two weeks ago, Wanguhu said they were a 
"wonderful idea that served a real purpose."

He was inspired to see so many people focus on the issues of global inequity and injustice, he said.

"But was all this people power enough to influence the leaders of the G8 summit?" he asked rhetorically. 
"Nah."

You can see a clip of the film and keep up-to-date with screenings at hiphopcolony.com.

Reach Amy Maginnis-Honey at 427-6957 or amaginnis@dailyrepublic.net.
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wayne&wax 

reflections on hip-hop, reggae, the US, jamaica, and anything else wayne wants to wax on.

10.25.2005

that's trackback, jack 

michael wanguhu is a young kenyan filmmaker. his new film, hip-hop colony, is a vivid 
portrayal of hip-hop's presence in contemporary kenya. although explicitly mindful of the ways 
that hip-hop can be seen as yet another colonial force, the film shows the many ways that 
kenyan artists make hip-hop their own, re-localizing its forms and practices for their own 
purposes and in their own language(s). as much as their voices sometimes ring with the 
familiar grain of a 50 or j-hova (or, yes, a buju), their self-consciousness about such 
appropriations and about their projections of kenyanness--often via sheng and swahili and 
invocations of mau mau, though also in more subtle ways--demonstrates with clarity that 
there is little hegemon/homogen-ization at play here. this is a more complex story, and 
wanguhu's filmmaking does it justice, offering up interviews, freestyle ciphers, and local 
performances as evidence.

hip-hop colony thus flips the contemporary colonial/globalization narrative the same way 
kenyan rappers flip the scripts of african-american (and afro-jamaican) music. writing their 
own chapter in the story of hip-hop (and dancehall), they show it to be a global form with 
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routes as wide as its roots are deep. one of the film's most interesting aspects (at least for 
me) is its almost entirely unremarked documentation of the influence of dancehall reggae in 
kenya's hip-hop scene. although serving more as a subtext and rarely remarked on, it was 
evident that that kenyan hip-hop artists, as with their brethren worldwide, embrace the 
sounds of jamaica along with the sounds of the U.S., mixing dancehall riddims and hip-hop 
beats, patois and slang, all rather seamlessly.

what the film evokes perhaps most powerfully is how fluidly, how fluently kenyan artists 
version these foreign but familiar materials. the audience at the screening i attended last week 
let out its largest collective laugh when one young MC rapped something like, "got a girlfriend, 
half-japanese, half-puerto-rican / she probably cookin' up some rice as i'm speaking." it was 
clear from moments like these that hip-hop has been able to communicate, in a rather 
intimate and resonant way, the experiences and aspirations and imaginations of its 
practitioners (stereotypes included) to audiences far, far away. and though one sad converse 
of such moments is the realization of how rare it is for americans to resonate with the 
experiences and perspectives of, say, kenyan youth, a film like hip-hop colony proves that 
such an identification is not at all far-fetched.

one corrective to that asymmetry would be for films like this one to be shown far and wide. 
currently, hip-hop colony is touring the US, making stops at colleges and arthouses. there is 
hope for a wider release, including a DVD (which would be great, especially for those of us 
who like to set-up screenings of our own at colleges, etc.). try to catch it when it comes 
through your area (see the schedule on the site), check out the trailer here, and keep your 
eyes peeled (and make your voice heard) for a wider release. 

+++

n-ron and leftenant are mixtape-making edutainers. their latest, a thunder sound, weaves 
together various strands of the afrofuturistdiaspora, linking dancehall, hip-hop, baile funk, 
grime, leftfield electro, and field recordings in a dense web of sound (see tracklist). 
underpinned by a number of strong remixes, including a wicked fix of lady sovereign's 
"random," the mix offers some surprises amidst the twin pleasures of recognition and 
jutaposition. the degree to which their selections overlap with my own listening preferences 
from the last few years is kind of shocking (and great fun), but then again, the mix found me 
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Hip Hop Colony

By Kwan Booth 

Hip Hop Colony, the new film by Director Michael Wanguhu and Russell Kenya, explores the emergence 
of Kenyan Hip Hop culture and it's struggles to gain legitimacy. The film screened recently at the 
Oakland International Film Festival and the Post talked to director about his inspiration, Kenya's current 
music scene, and Hip Hop's ability to break down boundaries. 

What spurred you to make this film and what's 
your relationship to the Hip Hop community? 
I've always been intrigued by African Hip hop since 
my first visit to Kenya in 1999 after about three 
years away. When I left home/Kenya, there was no 
such thing as "Kenyan Hip Hop" and in only three or 
so years away, it was a whole new world out there. I 
was about to finish film school and that's when it hit 
me. I wanted to tell our own story, to tell a story 
that celebrated our own people. However the main 
inspiration came from watching 8mile. In the film, 

Eminem plays an aspiring rapper struggling to find the strength and courage to transcend boundaries 
that define his life. In a way this applied to me and my business partner Russell Kenya. We simply 
wanted to break in the film and video industry with a captivating story. Another reason was that Africa 
is one way or another plagued with the impression of wars, jungles and hunger. This bothers me and I 
felt I had a chance to show Africa in a shinning new light to help the world see us from a different angle.

My visit back home in 1999 brought us to the realization that unlike any other American music such as 
Rock & Roll, R&B, Big Band, Blues, Jazz, etc, Hip-Hop is the only American musical genre to have a 
defined worldly culture and have an immense popularity in Africa. Hip Hop and Rap are the preferred 
music of today's African youth. In fact Hip Hop is doing what the African-American Civil Rights 
movement failed to do: bring Africans and African Americans together under the same flag. 

Kenya's urban cities are just as developed as any western country. Our vision strongly tooled with these 
truths, we set to do a documentary to invite, entertain and educate the world about a new Africa. 
While trying to transcend previous notions that have created boundaries, defined and prevented 
investors from empowering Africa by opening business ventures. Let me give an example of how big 
Kenyan Hip Hop is. The film Constant Gardener, recently opened at the theater's in the States. The song 
"Forever" by Necessary Noise (Nazizi & Wyre featured in the film Hip Hop Colony) was featured in the 
soundtrack. That was a pay off for the efforts our local hip hop stars are doing. Previously when movies 
were done about Kenya, they'd feature mainly traditional folk songs, not that there's anything wrong 
with that but now times have changed. Hip Hop is an integral part of the musical canopy as Hollywood 
and others have also come into the realization. 

Kenya gained it's independence from Britain in 1964, and now its being "colonized" by Hip Hop, 
originally a Black American Art form. How do young people navigate and define themselves as 
Kenyans in the face of these outside influences? 
What makes hip hop very unsuspecting in terms of its influence, is its ability to integrate, it's chameleon-
like quality. In Kenya it's camouflaged in Swahili, which gives it instant authenticity and acceptance. 
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MC's rap in both English and Swahili and issues relate to the youth, more especially. So at any one time 
you'll find youth singing along without question the music's source of origin. Today the artists proudly 
refer to issues that Kenyan audiences can relate to. It's wonderful when a Kenyan artists can make 
smart rhymes that articulate and offer possible solutions to their situation as a result mastering the art 
of rapping, seeing their situation and articulating it with their own voice. Everyday day they strive to 
localize everything from abroad, because at the end of the day those international stars and celebrity 
influences couldn't care less about them anyway. 50 cent won't worry about going to Kenya to promote 
his album, so why should the locals care? 

Describe the music scene in Kenya. Are there opportunities for the Hip Hop artists in particular and 
have they been welcomed into the industry? 
I think it's the most vibrant scene in Africa, I mean being in Kenya is just one big party. Kenya is 
generally a peaceful country and like "Bamboo" says in the film, "It's a cultural melting pot. Cultures 
from all over come and meet." 

In the 70's Nairobi, Kenya, became a popular crossroads for African musicians, who either made Kenya 
their home or a frequent stopover concert venue. Their influence on Kenyan music was considerable, 
and much of popular Kenyan music derives its central rhythms and guitar lines from Congolese pop. 
Even today Lingala and Congolese music is extremely popular throughout Kenya. We also have some 
influence from the coast using Swahili and Arabic styles, resulting in a unique Kenyan pop music, 
spearheaded by Them Mushrooms (featured in Hip Hop Colony). The 90's have seen a great deal more of 
Western influence, and the adoption of reggae, rap, rhythm and blues and swing into Kenyan music. 
Kenyan Rap has become increasingly popular among the youth, and there are several Kenya-based rap 
acts, most of them featured in Hip Hop Colony. 

While the sounds of groups like Kalamashaka or Necessary Noize are virtually indistinguishable from US-
based rappers, the lyrics are most definitely Kenyan and say a lot about life in modern Kenya. 
Ragga/Reggae/dancehall has also become popular, with blends of Afro-reggae and rap. One of the 
better known Kenyan Ragga artist is Redsan, a male vocalist very popular in East Africa. As the current 
trend for fusion of world and western styles grows, many Kenyan artists are exploring this new realm of 
musical possibility. 

What is Genge? How did it evolve and how does it differ from American Hip Hop and traditional 
Benga Music? 
Genge music means music for the people. Genge in Swahili mean a large crowd of people. The music 
has a large following in Kenya so they call it Genge music. The artists combine Benga music (which is 
the original Kenyan sound from the 60's with influence from African Jazz with guitar work and a rumba 
rhythm of the Congolese pop which is every popular among the older folks) and mixes it with the hip 
hop beat and a lot of other local languages (Sheng, English, Kiswahili & dialects). So you find that as the 
industry grows more and more artists get involved, it's now beginning to shape up into something 
distinctive. Now in East Africa you can tell the difference between a Tanzanian rap artist from a Kenyan 
rap artist.

In Kenya, Hip Hop seems to have been embraced by the political community. How did this evolve 
and is it helping to legitimize the culture? 
Kenya 's current President Mwai Kibaki, rode in part on a Hip Hop ticket. It's a unique marriage. Hip Hop 
helps the President win the elections by reaching out to the fans, the same hip hop turns around to 
rebuke the president and his government when they don't live up to their billing. What happened was 
the NARC (National Rainbow Coalition) officials approached Gidi Gidi Maji Maji and their producer, hit-
maker Tedd Josiah, and paid them to use the song "UNBWOGABLE" (which means Unshakeable, 
Unbeatable, Unstoppable. They used it in their campaigns to help get their message out. The notion of 
"unbeatable " invincibility caught hold of the Kenyan general public and helped wipe out the previous 
corrupted regime. 

One of the themes in the movie is the way that, similar to the US, Hip Hop is starting to provide jobs 
and ways for youth, many of them with college degrees but no job prospects, to make a living. Hip Hop 
is creating massive demands for graphic designers with every CD, every event there are attractive 
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banners to be made. The artists have genuine fans who want to dress like them, hence opportunities are 
created for designers to dress the artists and their fans who admire them. Due to the popularity of the 
artists there's more demand for them and this in part also helps create opportunities for mobile DJ's to 
play live at these events. 

Do youth in Kenya feel a connection to Black Americans? 
Yes they do, more especially because of the color of their skin. Most of them wish for the same 
opportunities to make something significant out of their lives. The likes of Jay-z, Diddy, 50 Cent, Will 
Smith serve as inspiration due to their significant accomplishments. 

Has there been any discussion over the Katrina Disaster? 
Actually a lot of folks we've talked to out there say they don't understand Katrina and it's effects as a 
hurricane however the media has really focused on the black people that have been sidelined by it. All 
in all, everyone wishes the city and the affected areas a quick recovery.

What's next for the film? 
To get the film out to every household in the States, Europe and the World at large. Hip Hop is a global 
culture; hence we intend to get it distributed globally. 

What's next for Michael Wanguhu and Emerge Media Films? 
There are a series of projects in the Pipeline stemming from Hip hop colony. We are developing a short 
film, finishing on our second narrative screenplay and in development on another documentary feature.

Kwan Booth is a contibutor to WhatChuSay.com and is an editor at the Oakland Post, Oakland's oldest 
African American newspaper. 

Posted at October 6, 2005 08:12 PM

Comments

Hug?
Its sad, they do never ask why hip hop is so wide spread.
What Africans need is art, not bling bling.

Posted by: Okssipin Vieira at October 8, 2005 10:04 PM

I watched Hip- Hop colony at the Oakland films festivals and for the first time in ages I walked out of a 
movie theatre going like, thank God it’s not the same old story. For the last gazillion years any movie 
out of Africa has been about war, drugs, Famine or some Holly-boring crap [yes not Hollywood but holly 
boring].We need more explosive storylines such as the one- hip-hop colony explores. The movie pushes 
the boundary, kills stereotypes and intrigues critical thinkers. I give it a 9.8 out of 10. So just to sum it 
up Hip-hop colony is exciting, engaging and educational. Check it out folks.

Posted by: Brian at October 12, 2005 01:40 PM

This documentary is a must see. a real eye opener. Can not wait for the DVD

Posted by: CNC at October 12, 2005 03:47 PM

I'm impressed by what the two of you are doing. Keep it up!!!

Posted by: Mercy at October 13, 2005 06:47 AM
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